
CHRISTMAS BOWL
The Summer House Collection

The latest collection from the Liberty Fabrics design studio drew 
inspiration from the interiors of 17th and 19th century orangeries. 

The Summer House quilting collection illustrates the grand architecture 
of these structures – paying homage to the details of decorative tiled 

flooring, iron works and trellises.

Archival artworks are translated into conversational prints inspired by 
citrus fruits, plants and vines weaving amongst detailed ironworks, while 

floral geometric designs evoke the forms of intricate tiles.
The Summer House collection is available in three distinct colourways, 

offering a tonal palette that graduates from neutrals to blues with hints of 
citrus tones and warm reds.



CHRISTMAS BOWL
MATERIALS:
• LIBERTY - SEASONS GREETING FABRIC RANGE

• Bosal Heat Moldable Double SIded Fusible 
Batting - 12” x 12”
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SPARKLING FOREST - 5666X
 one piece - 13 x 13” 

This heat moldable features a stiffness that permits 
you to heat the material and mold it into any 
shape.
CUTTING
Print out and cut template on next page. Trace it 
to the moldable batting. Cut it out. 
Trace template to the fabric and cut excess fabric.

Front

BACK
Fold 13” x 13” piece of fabric in half. Press 
and stitch along the fold line with 1/2” seam 
allowance leaving large opening in the centre. 
Cut along folded line and press.

ASSEMBLY
With right sides together, lay front piece on top of 
back piece and stitch along the curves with 1/4” 
seam allowance. Clip along the curves and turn it 
inside out.

Back

1/2” seam allowance

fo
ld

Warm up molded batting with steam iron before 
inserting it inside the shape. Warm up batting 
again to make it flat. Pin opening closed and quilt 
through all layers.

MOLDING
Heat the shape with steam iron. Place between 
two pasta bowls to mold into shape. If you not 
happy with the shape, you can easily heat it up 
again and mold it to desired shape.

FESTIVE CHEER - 5663X
one piece - 13 x 13”
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Template for tracing
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